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silver top 20 valve 4a ge fourth generation silver top the fourth generation 4a ge engine was produced
from 1991 to 1995 it has silver cam covers with chrome lettering hence the nickname silver top this
engine yet again features a completely new cylinder head which uses five valves per cylinder instead of
four toyota further increased the compression ratio of the engine from 10 5 to 11 1 and features lighter
flywheels larger intake plenums and lighter connecting rods than the silvertop via zerotohundred power
increased from 155 to 160 hp while peak torque stayed the same but was achieved at a higher rpm
difference between silver and blacktop 20v 4age engines sq engineering this is a guide for making a
educated comparison between the 20v silvertop and blacktop engines with a description of the difference
explained the real life example of the engine is a silvertop 4age with trd specs powering an ae86
corolla levin owned by akira iida famous japanese racer and 1995 24 hours of le mans gt2 winner the
engine was de tuned from a 11 000 rpm redline to 9 000 for engine preservation and drive ability on the
street engine code 4a ge fuel petrol power 155 hp 7400 rpm torque 162 nm 5200 rpm number of cylinders 4
cylinder capacity 1587cc bore x stroke 81 0 x 77 0 mm compression ratio 10 5 1 number of valves 20
camshaft layout dohc with vvt on the intake camshaft camshaft drive belt driven camshaft duration 250º
intake and the first generation 4age was 16v and had silver cam covers with toyota lettering in blue or
black text this was found in the corolla gt and came in map and maf versions the maf engine has 112bhp
and the map 130bhp 4age history



toyota a engine wikipedia Mar 28 2024 silver top 20 valve 4a ge fourth generation silver top the fourth
generation 4a ge engine was produced from 1991 to 1995 it has silver cam covers with chrome lettering
hence the nickname silver top this engine yet again features a completely new cylinder head which uses
five valves per cylinder instead of four
10 things we just learned about the toyota 4age engine hotcars Feb 27 2024 toyota further increased the
compression ratio of the engine from 10 5 to 11 1 and features lighter flywheels larger intake plenums
and lighter connecting rods than the silvertop via zerotohundred power increased from 155 to 160 hp
while peak torque stayed the same but was achieved at a higher rpm
difference between silver and blacktop 20v 4age engines sq Jan 26 2024 difference between silver and
blacktop 20v 4age engines sq engineering this is a guide for making a educated comparison between the
20v silvertop and blacktop engines with a description of the difference explained
20v silvertop initial d wiki fandom Dec 25 2023 the real life example of the engine is a silvertop 4age
with trd specs powering an ae86 corolla levin owned by akira iida famous japanese racer and 1995 24
hours of le mans gt2 winner the engine was de tuned from a 11 000 rpm redline to 9 000 for engine
preservation and drive ability on the street
tech silvertop corolla ae92 gt s Nov 24 2023 engine code 4a ge fuel petrol power 155 hp 7400 rpm torque
162 nm 5200 rpm number of cylinders 4 cylinder capacity 1587cc bore x stroke 81 0 x 77 0 mm compression
ratio 10 5 1 number of valves 20 camshaft layout dohc with vvt on the intake camshaft camshaft drive
belt driven camshaft duration 250º intake and
4age history 4age silver top 4age black top strikeengine Oct 23 2023 the first generation 4age was 16v
and had silver cam covers with toyota lettering in blue or black text this was found in the corolla gt
and came in map and maf versions the maf engine has 112bhp and the map 130bhp 4age history
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